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SPECIFICATIONS

USE FOR Feet

POWER SOURCE Corded Electric

MATERIAL Rubber

BRAND ZIRCON

MODEL ZR

COLOR White, Blue, Black

DESCRIPTION

14 massage rollers are included, which give the feet a deep massage and help prevent frequent foot issues. It has
a temperature control that adjusts the water’s temperature to meet the needs. The vibration feature dramatically
reduces tension and anxiety levels.

HOW IT WORKS

Your muscles and joints are lovingly caressed and kneaded by electric foot massagers. The majority of electric
massagers allow you to select the sort of massage you desire, ranging from a rolling massage to an air
compression technique.

HOW TO USE

Simply place your foot soles on the massager to begin using it and exert pressure as needed. To feel your foot
massaged and cleansed, move it around. To prevent water from splashing over the side, the front of this foot spa
is fitted with a splash guard.

HOW TO DRAIN



To drain the water through the water drain, unscrew the water stopper. Dry the foot spa with a towel.

HOW TO KEEP FOOT SPA MACHINE SAFE AND FUNCTIONAL

Clean out any debris lodged behind or inside the filter screen, inlet jets, and all other removable components

from the basin.

Scrub these areas with soap or a disinfectant using a brush (following cleaning directions).

HOW TO CLEAN

Turn on the recirculation system after filling the foot spa with water and 2 to 3 teaspoons of low-sudsing detergent.
Let it run for five minutes. 4. Refill the spa with an intermediate-level disinfectant, such as 2 tsp of bleach per 2
cups of water, after draining and rinsing it once more.

FAQs

How is the foot spa machine used?

The foot spa machine is used by placing your feet in the basin.

What are the benefits of a foot spa machine?

The foot spa machine has many benefits, including improving blood circulation and reducing pain.

What is the best way to clean a foot spa machine?

The best way to clean a foot spa machine is to use a brush or sponge and warm water.

How do I use a foot spa machine?

Foot spa machines are very easy to use. Just place your feet in the basin, turn it on, and relax.

What size foot will fit the largest?

The massager may accommodate males up to size 12, as stated in the instruction manual.

Does this product actually work to relieve tension and fatigue?

Yes, this product works wonderfully and eliminates tension and weariness effectively. It is helping me, as it should.
I suggest using this product.

Can I use the product with a set of oils?

I haven’t used it with any other oil or anything, but I don’t think it will cause any issues. Utilizing it will be beneficial.

Is the massager appropriate for children between the ages of 7 and 12?

Yes, the massager is suitable for kids in this age range.

Does the bubble feature operate as intended? Can the bubble feature be disabled?

Yes. The product is fantastic, and I will tell everyone to buy it. The bubble element is useful, and the gentle
bubbles that burst on your feet are actually very relaxing. You may indeed disable the bubble function. The panel
has the choice.

Is this item effective for cracked heels?

Yes, this product works wonders to heal a damaged heel.

Is it possible to use Epson salt in the foot massager?



You can utilize it, of course. The quality of foot massage will increase.

Are the massage rollers a good match for the massage machine? Do they in fact stimulate the
acupressure glands and soothe the feet?

Yes. The massager units work well, and you can actually feel the acupressure glands becoming active. It is a
quality item. You should absolutely try it.

What are the white rollers and red light in the image? They weren’t in mine.

I just got mine today, and I wasn’t the only one without them.

What is the foot massager’s mechanism? Do you have to move your feet over the rollers to make them
roll or do they do it automatically?

As you move your feet over the rollers, they rotate around a central axis.
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